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Flexible Document Delivery 

(FDD) prerequisites 
  

 

 

 

This checklist identifies all of the additional Linux configuration requirements needed for this feature. 
These requirements are in addition to the requirements for the basic Fitrix installation which are 
listed separately. Please note that detailed instructions are not provided for these Linux systems 
administration steps. These steps are intended to be completed by your Systems Administrator, 
please consult your Linux documentation or contact your Fitrix sales representative if you want 
assistance with these. 
 

Prerequisites for basic use and email output: 
 

1. Fitrix PDF/GUI print must be fully implemented before beginning the FDD implementation (see the 

separate technical procedure to implement this step in the Support area of the Fitrix web site) 

2.  ‘postfix’ –  

a. must be installed and able to send a message to an outside address 

b. To confirm this requirement is met: 

i. Your systems administrator must confirm that a message can be sent, received, responded 

to and the response received.  

ii. Here is an example of the basic test to send a message: 

/usr/sbin/mail -v {email_address} <<EOF 

Subject: This is a test of mail on `date` 

From host: $HOSTNAME 

EOF 

3. ‘sharutils’ – must be installed 

 

Additional Prerequisites if Faxed output will be used: 
 

4. Hylafax (fax utility) – must be installed and functional 

5. cu – must be installed and functional (this is in the uucp package) 

6. Serial port – your server must have a serial port for the modem. 

7. Fitrix certified FDD compatible modem: 

In order to ensure standardization on modems, you must purchase the modem from Fourth Generation 

Software. We are currently using the USR5686E 56K V.92 External Faxmodem which we upgrade to 

a standard ROM level that we have certified against. We provide the modem + serial cable for $150 

US + shipping. Please contact your Fourth Generation Sales rep to order the modem. 

8. Dedicated analog phone line: 

The modem also requires a dedicated analog line for outbound calling, this can be a central office line 

or a station on your phone system that can access a line when needed 

9. Modem must be connected and accessible from the Linux server acting as your Fitrix server: 

a. Must be accessible as /dev/ttyS<???>    (i.e. /dev/ttyS0) 

b. Must be able to communicate with the Linux server (see test below) 
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c. If you are running Fitrix on a virtual Linux sever (including a virtual shipped with Fitrix pre-

installed) all of the above applies, but there are additional steps required to make the physical serial 

port available to the virtual Linux. You will find some tips in our “Fitrix FDD Installation 

Instructions” which is published on the Fitrix website along side this prerequisites checklist. Please 

refer to the section titled ‘Trouble Shooting – Fax” 

d. To confirm that your fax modem is plugged in and accessible to Linux, please perform the 

following test: 

i. login to your Linux server as ‘root’  

ii. from the Linux prompt, enter: chmod 666 /dev/ttyS0  

iii. from the Linux prompt, enter: cu -l ttyS0  

iv. cu should respond with: connected  

v. from the cu prompt, enter: at+fclass=?  

vi. cu should respond with: 0,1,2.0  

vii. from the cu prompt, enter: ~.  

viii. this should end the cu connection  

 
 

To confirm that these prerequisites are met, please download and run our checkout script 

“fdd_preinstall_checkout.sh” on your Linux server. The checkout script is located in the 

support area of www.fitrix.com under “Fitrix FDD Implementation” 
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